
LIKE THE minister in that crazy town in the movie “Footloose,” authorities who try to micromanage 
dancing are sending the message that they don’t trust ordinary people very much.

In Boston, swaying your hips on a public street won’t get you arrested. But any business that wants to 
allow patrons to dance needs a specific type of entertainment license. Obtaining that license is far more arduous 
than it should be.

The dancing license requirement — the most easily parodied of licensing rules in Boston — derives 
from a state law that requires businesses to seek special permission in order to use a jukebox, radio, or other 
music system or to hold a “dance exhibition . . . of any description,” including dancing by patrons. 

Elsewhere in the state, bars and restaurants at least get their en-
tertainment licenses from the same agency that handles liquor licenses. 
But in Boston, the liquor license board is nominally an arm of the state; 
entertainment licenses come from the city. For business owners, that 
means twice the regulatory uncertainty, a separate set of public hearings, 
and more bills from pricey lawyers. 

Meanwhile, as the Globe’s Farah Stockman recently reported, 
vigorous enforcement of Boston’s entertainment licensing rules contin-
ues apace. The Police Department has two officers who ferret out viola-
tions. One of them made $45,000 in overtime last year.

It’s tempting to attribute Boston’s microregulation of entertain-
ment to the city’s prim heritage; the Puritans, an old joke goes, disap-
proved of sex because it often led to dancing. Viewed more charitably, 
Boston’s entertainment regulations reflect city leaders’ desire to tame the city’s red-light districts, where “danc-
ing” was the disguise under which obscenity and prostitution masqueraded. But Scollay Square was bulldozed, 
and the peepshows and adult theaters of the Combat Zone have given way to high-priced condos. 

Now the entertainment license rules fulfill a separate purpose: to give neighbors control over potential 
disruptions. But there are better ways to handle their legitimate concerns. If neighbors’ goal is, for instance, 
to limit noise outside a bar, an owner can address it through soundproofing. Police can enforce restrictions on 
noise regardless of whether anyone’s dancing inside. 

In the meantime, licensing rules steer dancing to big, noisy nightclubs willing to go through the red tape 
and pay the $1,000 to $2,000 cost of a dancing license. The rules discourage the emergence of lower-key loung-
es and other neighborhood hangouts where, on some nights, patrons might end up dancing to a jukebox and, on 
other nights, no one dances at all.

Overly zealous enforcement of dancing regulations exacts a toll on social life, as well. The next Mark 
Zuckerberg won’t necessarily flee to Silicon Valley just because a bartender reprimanded him and his friends 
for dancing, but the limits on unlicensed dancing, which establishments are required to enforce, are inherently 
unwelcoming. They turn an innocent expression of fun into an offense against the city. 

They also represent a restriction on Boston’s cultural development and another burden on would-be 
business owners. If Mayor-elect Martin Walsh hopes to foster a warmer, more inclusive atmosphere in Boston, 
easing up on rules around dancing would be a symbolic place to start. Bringing entertainment and liquor licens-
ing under the same agency is an important longer-term goal.

Some licensing rules are inevitable and desirable; everyone benefits — business owners, customers, 
neighbors, and the city as a whole — when entertainment venues are safe and well-run. But not every mode of 
human conduct needs strict regulatory oversight. Joy and spontaneity are pleasures that should be encouraged, 
not problems that need to be controlled.
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IKE THE minister in that crazy
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thorities who try to micromanage
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In Boston, swaying your hips on a public
street won’t get you arrested. But any busi-
ness that wants to allow patrons to dance
needs a specific type of entertainment li-
cense. Obtaining that license is far more ar-
duous than it should be.

The dancing license requirement — the
most easily parodied of li-
censing rules in Boston —
derives from a state law
that requires businesses
to seek special permission
in order to use a jukebox,
radio, or other music sys-
tem or to hold a “dance
exhibition . . . of any de-
scription,” including
dancing by patrons.

Elsewhere in the state,
bars and restaurants at
least get their entertainment licenses from
the same agency that handles liquor licens-
es. But in Boston, the liquor license board is
nominally an arm of the state; entertain-
ment licenses come from the city. For busi-
ness owners, that means twice the regulato-
ry uncertainty, a separate set of public hear-
ings, and more bills from pricey lawyers.

Meanwhile, as the Globe’s Farah Stock-
man recently reported, vigorous enforce-
ment of Boston’s entertainment licensing
rules continues apace. The Police Depart-
ment has two officers who ferret out viola-
tions. One of them made $45,000 in over-
time last year.

It’s tempting to attribute Boston’s micro-
regulation of entertainment to the city’s
prim heritage; the Puritans, an old joke
goes, disapproved of sex because it often led
to dancing. Viewed more charitably, Bos-
ton’s entertainment regulations reflect city
leaders’ desire to tame the city’s red-light
districts, where “dancing” was the disguise
under which which obscenity and prostitu-
tion masqueraded. But Scollay Square was
bulldozed, and the peepshows and adult
theaters of the Combat Zone have given way
to high-priced condos.

Now the entertainment license rules ful-
fill a separate purpose: to give neighbors
control over potential disruptions. But
there are better ways to handle their legiti-
mate concerns. If neighbors’ goal is, for in-
stance, to limit noise outside a bar, an own-
er can address it through soundproofing.
Police can enforce restrictions on noise re-
gardless of whether anyone’s dancing in-
side.

In the meantime, licensing rules steer
dancing to big, noisy nightclubs willing to
go through the red tape and pay the $1,000

to $2,000 cost of a danc-
ing license. The rules dis-
courage the emergence of
lower-key lounges and
other neighborhood
hangouts where, on some
nights, patrons might end
up dancing to a jukebox
and, on other nights, no
one dances at all.

Overly zealous en-
forcement of dancing reg-
ulations exacts a toll on

social life, as well. The next Mark Zucker-
berg won’t necessarily flee to Silicon Valley
just because a bartender reprimanded him
and his friends for dancing, but the limits
on unlicensed dancing, which establish-
ments are required to enforce, are inherent-
ly unwelcoming. They turn an innocent ex-
pression of fun into an offense against the
city.

They also represent a restriction on Bos-
ton’s cultural development and another
burden on would-be business owners. If
Mayor-elect Martin Walsh hopes to foster a
warmer, more inclusive atmosphere in Bos-
ton, easing up on rules around dancing
would be a symbolic place to start. Bringing
entertainment and liquor licensing under
the same agency is an important longer-
term goal.

Some licensing rules are inevitable and
desirable; everyone benefits — business
owners, customers, neighbors, and the city
as a whole — when entertainment venues
are safe and well-run. But not every mode
of human conduct needs strict regulatory
oversight. Joy and spontaneity are plea-
sures that should be encouraged, not prob-
lems that need to be controlled.

OPEN UP, BOSTON

Boston isn’t ‘Footloose,’ so
ease up on dancing rules

N
EW ENGLAND lawmakers take
note: the gun lobby’s bark is often
worse than its bite. On Dec. 14,
voters in Exeter, R.I., rejected by

a wide margin a recall effort against four
town councilors whom gun activists had
sought to demonize as enemies of firearm
rights. Coming a year to the day after the
Newtown shootings, the vote was a wel-
come reminder that for all their bluster, the
NRA and its allies don’t always win.

The sequence of events leading to the
vote arose only because of an exceedingly
technical problem. Under Rhode Island law,
local police departments issue concealed
weapon permits. But Exeter, with only
6,245 residents, doesn’t have a police de-
partment — meaning the task fell instead to
the town’s clerk and 84-year-old town ser-
geant, whose position is largely ceremonial.
Fearing the two weren’t suited for the task,
the council voted in March to ask the Rhode
Island Legislature to allow the state attor-
ney general to handle permit applications
instead.

Reasonable people can disagree about
whether seeking the attorney general’s as-
sistance was the town’s best option — but
the response from critics was anything but

reasonable. Gun activists tried to whip up a
backlash. They vowed to make an example
of the councilors, launching a recall cam-
paign that brought in outside supporters.
Unfortunately, that playbook has worked
elsewhere: In Colorado, gun-rights advo-
cates managed to unseat several state legis-
lators who backed tougher gun laws. But in
Exeter, the fearmongering campaign failed,
an outcome that will hopefully stiffen the
spines of legislators elsewhere, too.

GUNS IN NEW ENGLAND

R.I. town sends a message
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The limits on
unlicensed dancing,
which establishments
are required to
enforce, are inherently
unwelcoming.

CONTROVERSY
OVER CARE AT

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

AS A Torontonian, I’d like to
point out that the situation in
our city concerning cycling and
our colorful mayor, Rob Ford, is
more nuanced than your Dec.
15 Ideas article describes (“A
new menace to freedom: the
bike”).

Ford’s anticycling rhetoric
has not matched up to his ad-
ministration’s actions advanc-
ing cycling infrastructure,
which have been surprisingly

A surprising
boost in cycling
infrastructure
in Toronto

SOME MAKE A BUGBEAR
OF BICYCLISTS

impressive. Toronto has em-
barked on the biggest expan-
sion of separated cycle tracks in
the city’s history under the su-
pervision of a suburban, non-
bicycle-riding conservative,
Councilor Denzil Minnan-
Wong, with Ford’s acquies-
cence.

The left in Toronto was
firmly in power for the eight
years before Ford was elected,
and it was unable to advance a
network of separated cycle
tracks in our downtown.

If you look at two of the
world’s leading cities, the big-
gest expansion of cycling infra-
structure in London and New
York has occurred under con-
servative mayors — respective-
ly, Boris Johnson (not quite as

Story took leap
casting doubt
on Tsarnaev’s
mental health

THE TWO-PART article by Neil
Swidey and Patricia Wen re-
garding Children’s Hospital pa-
tient Justina Pelletier describes
extreme institutional abuse of a
child and family by the hospi-
tal, the Department of Children
and Families, and Medicaid (“A
medical collision with a child in
the middle,” Page A1, Dec. 15;
“Frustration on all fronts in
struggle over child’s future,”
Page A1, Dec. 16). Acute psy-
chiatric hospitalization is in-
tended as an emergency inter-
vention for a child at risk of
harm to self or others. Judging
from the article, Justina has
never fit this description. She
should never have been moved
to a psychiatric ward.

No hospital or state agency
should be allowed to use hospi-
talization as a weapon to re-
solve disagreements about di-
agnoses, nor should disagree-
ments be a cause for
terminating parental custody
and denying a child daily ac-
cess to her parents. Indepen-
dent physicians, unaffiliated
with Children’s Hospital,
should have been called in early
on.

The excuse that the DCF
does not have a medical direc-
tor is bogus. The Department

A case of
institutional abuse
of a young patient

of Mental Health could have
been called in to assist, or Med-
icaid could have turned to its
cadre of independent psychia-
trists who staff its Child Psychi-
atry Access Project. This seems
not to have happened.

Instead, Children’s Hospital
has been allowed to bully the
child and family. The state,
which took over as a parent,
has failed to protect the child
from this bully.

MARION
FREEDMAN-GURSPAN

Brookline

The writer is a former direc-
tor of policy and planning for
child-adolescent services for the
state Department of Mental
Health.

I WAS fascinated with your
Dec. 15 and 16 articles about a
case of alleged “medical child
abuse.” My practice has many
patients who come in for medi-
cal visits for psychiatric reasons
— this is not a diagnosis code in
our system, but perhaps it
should be.

Pediatricians see many pa-
tients a day in busy offices.
Many of them will not have
physical or laboratory findings.
How far these patients go in
our system is problematic. Pri-
mary pediatricians are often
arm-twisted into sending these

Consider a new
diagnosis code:
‘medical visit for
psychiatric reasons’

children to specialists, who
tend to perpetuate the problem
by their testing and treatments.

Many clinicians do not give
up on the testing for fear of
missing something and getting
sued. The true problem is in
the system’s having to prove a
negative, an impossible task.
We have to prove to patients
and parents that there is no
medical cause for the symp-
toms.

The way these kids should
be treated is through earlier

CHRIS YOUNG/ASSOCIATED PRESS/FILE 2013

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford, famously pro-car, once said,
“Cyclists are a pain . . . to the motorists.”

SUZANNE KRITER/GLOBE STAFF

Lou and Linda Pelletier (with their daughter Jennifer) have been engaged in a battle with Boston
Children’s Hospital over treatment and custody of their daughter Justina.

STEW MILNE

Signs supporting and opposing a recall
election are posted outside a polling
station in Exeter, R.I., earlier this month.
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nominally an arm of the state; entertain-
ment licenses come from the city. For busi-
ness owners, that means twice the regulato-
ry uncertainty, a separate set of public hear-
ings, and more bills from pricey lawyers.

Meanwhile, as the Globe’s Farah Stock-
man recently reported, vigorous enforce-
ment of Boston’s entertainment licensing
rules continues apace. The Police Depart-
ment has two officers who ferret out viola-
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tion masqueraded. But Scollay Square was
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fill a separate purpose: to give neighbors
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stance, to limit noise outside a bar, an own-
er can address it through soundproofing.
Police can enforce restrictions on noise re-
gardless of whether anyone’s dancing in-
side.
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berg won’t necessarily flee to Silicon Valley
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and his friends for dancing, but the limits
on unlicensed dancing, which establish-
ments are required to enforce, are inherent-
ly unwelcoming. They turn an innocent ex-
pression of fun into an offense against the
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They also represent a restriction on Bos-
ton’s cultural development and another
burden on would-be business owners. If
Mayor-elect Martin Walsh hopes to foster a
warmer, more inclusive atmosphere in Bos-
ton, easing up on rules around dancing
would be a symbolic place to start. Bringing
entertainment and liquor licensing under
the same agency is an important longer-
term goal.
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sought to demonize as enemies of firearm
rights. Coming a year to the day after the
Newtown shootings, the vote was a wel-
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The sequence of events leading to the
vote arose only because of an exceedingly
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local police departments issue concealed
weapon permits. But Exeter, with only
6,245 residents, doesn’t have a police de-
partment — meaning the task fell instead to
the town’s clerk and 84-year-old town ser-
geant, whose position is largely ceremonial.
Fearing the two weren’t suited for the task,
the council voted in March to ask the Rhode
Island Legislature to allow the state attor-
ney general to handle permit applications
instead.

Reasonable people can disagree about
whether seeking the attorney general’s as-
sistance was the town’s best option — but
the response from critics was anything but

reasonable. Gun activists tried to whip up a
backlash. They vowed to make an example
of the councilors, launching a recall cam-
paign that brought in outside supporters.
Unfortunately, that playbook has worked
elsewhere: In Colorado, gun-rights advo-
cates managed to unseat several state legis-
lators who backed tougher gun laws. But in
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impressive. Toronto has em-
barked on the biggest expan-
sion of separated cycle tracks in
the city’s history under the su-
pervision of a suburban, non-
bicycle-riding conservative,
Councilor Denzil Minnan-
Wong, with Ford’s acquies-
cence.

The left in Toronto was
firmly in power for the eight
years before Ford was elected,
and it was unable to advance a
network of separated cycle
tracks in our downtown.

If you look at two of the
world’s leading cities, the big-
gest expansion of cycling infra-
structure in London and New
York has occurred under con-
servative mayors — respective-
ly, Boris Johnson (not quite as
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THE TWO-PART article by Neil
Swidey and Patricia Wen re-
garding Children’s Hospital pa-
tient Justina Pelletier describes
extreme institutional abuse of a
child and family by the hospi-
tal, the Department of Children
and Families, and Medicaid (“A
medical collision with a child in
the middle,” Page A1, Dec. 15;
“Frustration on all fronts in
struggle over child’s future,”
Page A1, Dec. 16). Acute psy-
chiatric hospitalization is in-
tended as an emergency inter-
vention for a child at risk of
harm to self or others. Judging
from the article, Justina has
never fit this description. She
should never have been moved
to a psychiatric ward.

No hospital or state agency
should be allowed to use hospi-
talization as a weapon to re-
solve disagreements about di-
agnoses, nor should disagree-
ments be a cause for
terminating parental custody
and denying a child daily ac-
cess to her parents. Indepen-
dent physicians, unaffiliated
with Children’s Hospital,
should have been called in early
on.

The excuse that the DCF
does not have a medical direc-
tor is bogus. The Department
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of Mental Health could have
been called in to assist, or Med-
icaid could have turned to its
cadre of independent psychia-
trists who staff its Child Psychi-
atry Access Project. This seems
not to have happened.

Instead, Children’s Hospital
has been allowed to bully the
child and family. The state,
which took over as a parent,
has failed to protect the child
from this bully.
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Dec. 15 and 16 articles about a
case of alleged “medical child
abuse.” My practice has many
patients who come in for medi-
cal visits for psychiatric reasons
— this is not a diagnosis code in
our system, but perhaps it
should be.

Pediatricians see many pa-
tients a day in busy offices.
Many of them will not have
physical or laboratory findings.
How far these patients go in
our system is problematic. Pri-
mary pediatricians are often
arm-twisted into sending these
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children to specialists, who
tend to perpetuate the problem
by their testing and treatments.

Many clinicians do not give
up on the testing for fear of
missing something and getting
sued. The true problem is in
the system’s having to prove a
negative, an impossible task.
We have to prove to patients
and parents that there is no
medical cause for the symp-
toms.

The way these kids should
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election are posted outside a polling
station in Exeter, R.I., earlier this month.




